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Abstract. We compare and contrast the development of optical mo-
lecular imaging techniques with nuclear medicine with a didactic em-
phasis for initiating readers into the field of molecular imaging. The
nuclear imaging techniques of gamma scintigraphy, single-photon
emission computed tomography, and positron emission tomography
are first briefly reviewed. The molecular optical imaging techniques of
bioluminescence and fluorescence using gene reporter/probes and
gene reporters are described prior to introducing the governing factors
of autofluorescence and excitation light leakage. The use of dual-
labeled, near-infrared excitable and radio-labeled agents are de-
scribed with comparative measurements between planar fluorescence
and nuclear molecular imaging. The concept of time-independent and
-dependent measurements is described with emphasis on integrating
time-dependent measurements made in the frequency domain for
3-D tomography. Finally, we comment on the challenges and pro-
gress for translating near-infrared �NIR� molecular imaging agents for
personalized medicine. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

merging personalized health care initiatives are motivated by
he need to improve safety, quality, and efficiency of health-
are by addressing individual aspects of a patient’s disease
tate. These initiatives are made possible by the remarkable
dvances in genomics and proteomics over the past several
ecades. Indeed, the opportunities to individually diagnose
nd treat specific diseases through molecular approaches are
lready a reality rather than a promise for several diseases.
or example, several monoclonal antibodies are approved for
linical use including trastuzumab �Herceptin®, Genentech,
outh San Francisco, CA� and cetuximab �Erbitux®, Im-
lone, New York, NY�, which bind to extracellular portions
f the epidermal growth factor receptors EGFr and Her2/Neu
hat are known to be overexpressed in some cancers and to
ause intracellular signaling that leads to cell proliferation and
umor growth and spread. Some small molecules are also be-
ng approved for clinical use, such as lapatinib �Tykerb®,
laxoSmithKline, Philadelphia, PA�, which binds to the intra-

ellular phosphorylation domain of EGFr and Her2/Neu to
nhibit intracellular signaling. Because these molecular medi-
ines specifically target extracellular receptors, their effective
se depends on the expression of target receptors �i.e., EGFr
r Her2/Neu� in the diseased state, and the individual’s ex-
ression levels need to be determined prior to treatment. The
ndividual’s expression levels of therapeutic targets for per-
onalized health care are typically determined via biopsy and
n vitro diagnostics; unfortunately, biopsy is not always pos-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
sible in all disease states, limiting the use of targeted molecu-
lar therapy. Furthermore, disease markers are not always con-
served during the course of disease progression �such as
during the process of cancer metastasis�, causing a spatial and
temporal heterogeneity that may create a “sampling” problem
for in vitro diagnostics of biopsied tissues. One method to
circumvent this “sampling” problem is to employ noninva-
sive, in vivo diagnostic molecular imaging to assess potential
therapeutic targets and to monitor their levels in response to
therapy. While molecular imaging will certainly play a signifi-
cant clinical role in personalized medicine, its most immedi-
ate impact also may be in the drug discovery process by pro-
viding a noninvasive method to assess therapeutic responses
to drug candidates in preclinical, small animal models of
disease.1–5

Regardless of whether used in the clinic or preclinical set-
ting, the most simplistic approach to molecular imaging is to
label the same targeting moiety used by molecular therapeutic
candidates with a “signal generator,” administer it in diagnos-
tic rather than therapeutic doses, and image it noninvasively
to detect molecularly specific binding and disease marker lev-
els. Currently, nuclear imaging techniques, such as gamma
scintigraphy, single photon emission computed tomography
�SPECT�, and positron emission tomography �PET� offer the
“gold-standard” approaches for molecular imaging owing to
their exquisite sensitivities to detect femto- to picomolar con-
centrations of radio-labeled compounds that target disease
markers, particularly in deep tissues. Unfortunately, millimo-
1083-3668/2008/13�4�/041303/16/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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ar tissue concentration of iodinated compounds for radio-
raphic contrast, gadolinium agents for magnetic resonance
maging �MRI�, and microbubbles for echogenic contrast in
ltrasound imaging lessen the usefulness of these conven-
ional techniques for imaging disease marker expression.

In July 2007, we presented a case for molecular imaging
ith near-infrared �NIR� fluorescence imaging at the Bio-
hotonics Summer School in Ven, Sweden. The lectures were

ntended not to provide a summary of all the recent develop-
ents in molecular imaging, but rather to: 1. concisely de-

cribe the advantages and disadvantages of optical imaging
ith respect to nuclear imaging techniques, 2. review the
hysics and instrumentation of molecular optical imaging
echniques, 3. provide a working background for students as
ell as established investigators who wish to use optical mo-

ecular techniques in their studies, and 4. highlight recent re-
ults in translational studies. Before introducing optical mo-
ecular imaging, we first summarize the established “gold-
tandard” molecular imaging techniques in nuclear medicine
nd examples of gene reporter/probe systems for preclinical
nvestigation of therapeutic candidates.

Molecular Imaging with Nuclear Imaging
Techniques

he interested reader can find more authoritative reviews and
idactic tests elsewhere,6,7 but for the purposes of assessing
he niche of opportunity for optical molecular imaging, we
rovide a brief summary review of gamma scintigraphy,
PECT, and finally PET.

The defining feature of nuclear imaging techniques is the
se of a radionuclide, which is an unstable, excited nuclide
hat relaxes and attains stability through alpha, beta, or
amma decay or a combination thereof. Radionuclides that
re beta��� �positron� or gamma emitters are typically used
or diagnostic imaging and are generated either by neutral or
harged particle bombardment in a reactor or cyclotron.
amma emitters have a K-shell electron vacancy filled by an

lectron in the M-shell, producing a gamma ray �also termed
gamma photon� with photon energies typically ranging be-

ween 100 to 300 keVs. As illustrated in Fig. 1�a�, the spa-
ially discriminated gamma collection can be used to generate

2-D planar image, called a gamma scintigram, or used to
enerate 3-D image or tomogram with SPECT. Gamma scin-
igraphy is the most common clinical nuclear imaging. A
amma camera consists of collimators that direct gamma rays
nto an array of scintillation crystals, which convert the
amma photons into optical photons that are then detected by
hotomultiplier tubes �PMTs�. Since single photons are col-
ected, the camera is integrated over time, typically over sev-
ral minutes to generate a planar image. To obtain a 3-D
PECT tomogram, a series of gamma projection images are
btained through a pinhole aperture for image reconstruction
hrough standard back-projection techniques. Because the pin-
ole aperture restricts the number of gamma rays collected,
he acquisition of projections with significant signal-to-noise
atios �SNR� can be time consuming, hence SPECT is typi-
ally a lengthy imaging process.

PET imaging is considerably faster than SPECT because
ll radially emitted photons from all positron decays are col-
ected via a ring of detectors, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. During
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
beta��� decay, a proton is converted into a neutron, producing
a positron as well as a neutrino. The emitted positron travels a
short distance in the tissue �� mm dependent on positron
energy� before interacting with an electron to produce two
511-keV annihilation photons that travel in opposite direc-
tions for coincidence detection. The annihilation photons are
detected with scintillation crystals with greater stopping
power than used in gamma imaging, and photon counts are
registered by PMTs. Coincidence detection enables electronic
rejection of single photon events that are not accompanied by
the detection of the second annihilation photon within a nar-
row time window of less than twenty nanoseconds in the array
180 deg from the original detection event. PET imaging is
inherently tomographic, and planar imaging akin to gamma
scintigraphy is not widely available. There is also no spectral
energy differentiation of radionuclides in PET imaging, be-
cause only the annihilation photons of 511 keV are collected
by PET detectors, regardless of the emitted positron energy.

Common gamma emitters include 99m-Technetium �with a
half-life of 6 h�, 111-indium �2.8 days�, 123-iodine �13.2 h�,
and 131-iodine �8 days�, �A half life is defined as the time
required for half of a given amount of radionuclides to decay.�
Common positron emitters include 15-oxygen �2 min�, 13-
nitrogen �10 min�, 11-carbon �20 min�, 18-fluorine �110 min�,
64-copper �12.9 h�, and 124-iodine �4.2 days�. Targeting com-
pounds can be radio-labeled through isotopic substitution that
integrates the radionuclide into the synthesized compound, or
as in the case of a radio-metal, through sequestration by a
chelating moiety �such as 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-
N,N�,N�,N�-tetraacetic acid �DOTA�, diethylenetriamine-
penta-3-carboxylic acid �DTPA�, 6-hydrazinopyridine-3-
carboxylic acid �HYNIC�, or others� that itself is conjugated
onto the targeting compound. While the dosage of most con-
ventional imaging agents is based on the weight or moles
needed to provide sufficient contrast, radio-labeled agents are
administered on the basis of either 1. a becquerel �Bq� that
represents the activity of one disintegration per second or 2. a

Fig. 1 Schematic of the basic instruments used in molecular imaging
with radioisotopes. �a� illustrates a 2-D array of collimated scintilla-
tion crystals and PMTs used to image gamma photons. The scintigra-
phy array �top� produces a 2-D image of the gamma source, while the
pinhole aperture on the bottom array restricts the detection of spatially
distributed gamma rays such that a series of scintigrams can be used
to produce a 3-D reconstruction of the gamma source through single
photon emission tomography. �b� illustrates the ring of collimated
scintillation crystals and PMTs used to collect coinciding incidents of
annihilation photons that are subsequently reconstructed using posi-
tron emission tomography algorithms.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�2
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illiCurie �mCi�, equivalent to 37 megabecquerels �MBq�. As
he half-life of the radionuclide approaches, the specific activ-
ty �defined in units of mCi per gram or mole of material� of
he radio-labeled compound decreases. To obtain or maintain
adiologically potent diagnostic imaging agents, close access
o a generator or cyclotron is necessary, and isotopic substi-
ution may have to be performed with high doses of radioac-
ivity to achieve sufficient yields of labeled compound for
n-vivo imaging.

Ex-vivo validation of in-vivo gamma, SPECT, or PET im-
ges can be achieved by excising tissues and employing au-
oradiography to count emissions from tissue regions and to
oregister with hematoxylin and eosin �H and E� tissue stain-
ng. Imaging agent consideration must carefully balance ra-
ionuclide half-life with pharmacokinetics. For example, if
ptimal partitioning to the diseased tissue occurs at times
reater than the half-life of the radionuclide, then it is unlikely
hat the agent will be useful in both preclinical and clinical
tudies. It is also important to remember that regardless of
hether a gamma or positron emitter is used, each radionu-

lide administered to a subject enables at most one imaging
vent.

Gene Reporter/Probe Systems
o assess the therapeutic impact of gene expression in pre-
linical studies, gene reporter/probe systems are often em-
loyed. A gene reporter is defined as a molecular product of
ene expression that innocuously “reports” its expression, but
ay or may not provide a signal for imaging by itself. Since

adionuclides are not naturally occurring in the body, the gene
eporter cannot provide a signal for gamma, SPECT, or PET
maging. As a consequence, an exogenous, radio-labeled
probe” of the gene reporter is required to provide the imag-
ng signal. Examples of gene reporter/nuclear probe systems
urrently in use include: viral thymidine kinase �vTK� and
uman sodium iodide symporter �hNIS�. The vTK enzyme is
nique to cells infected with the herpes simplex virus and,
ecause it is not otherwise present in mammalian systems, can
e utilized as a gene reporter. When transfected into cells,
TK can be detected following administration of isotopically
adio-labeled substrates of the enzyme which, when phospho-
ylated by the enzyme within vTK expressing cells, accumu-
ate and provide a signal for nuclear imaging.8–10 These radio-
abeled substrates thus act as the probe to provide an
mageable signal to identify the gene reporter. Changes in
ene reporter expression with therapy can be used to identify
he genomic impact of emerging molecular medicines. The
NIS, which is normally and exclusively expressed in the
hyroid of mammals to transport iodine, represents a second
ene reporter that can be used in combination with preclinical
uclear imaging to assess therapeutic impact on gene
xpression.11–14 When hNIS is constitutively expressed as a
ene product in cells, the administration of free iodine radio-
uclides as gene probes results in accumulation of intracellu-
ar iodine, providing a nuclear signal for imaging the gene
xpression via preclinical gamma, SPECT, or PET, depending
n the isotope utilized.

It is important to note that most clinically based imaging
ill probably not depend on gene reporter/probe systems,

ince they require in-vivo gene transfection to be done to pro-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
duce the gene reporter needed for imaging. �An exception
may be the use of nuclear imaging of vTK substrates to assess
efficacy of “suicide” gene therapy. When vTK is expressed
preferentially in cancer cells, the administration and accumu-
lation of prodrugs �such as ganciclovir� that become cytotoxic
when phosphorylated by vTK enables a therapeutic approach.
The opportunity to use exogenous “probes” that are radio-
labeled substrates of vTK can enable monitoring of transfec-
tion efficiency and monitoring response to vTK gene therapy.�
Instead, clinical molecular imaging will probably depend on
the administration of radio-labeled probes to target existing
endogenous gene products. In nuclear imaging, the most com-
mon probe of endogenous markers is 18-F-fluoro-2-deoxy
glucose �18-F-FDG�, which is taken up by the glucose trans-
porters �GLUTs� and shuttled across the plasma membrane for
phosphorylation by the hexokinase pathway. After phosphory-
lation, the 18-F-FDG is trapped and cannot be further pro-
cessed. Hence 18-F-FDG accumulates in highly glycolytic
cells and provides molecular imaging of highly glycolytic tis-
sues, such as the heart wall and some cancers. Unfortunately,
glycolysis and GLUTs are ubiquitous, and while 18-F-FDG
may provide metabolic information and hence a general re-
sponse to therapy, FDG-PET does not provide molecularly
specific information of disease markers. Nonetheless, FGD-
PET provides a first step for molecular diagnostics of thera-
peutic response in highly glycolytic tissues, and represents the
first molecular imaging agent for preclinical as well as clinical
study.

Whether used preclinically or clinically, issues of radionu-
clide half-life and logistical �safety and production� consider-
ations provide challenges for molecular imaging that may be
overcome with optical techniques. In the following, we re-
view molecular imaging with optical techniques, namely
bioluminescence and fluorescence techniques.

4 Molecular Imaging with Optical Imaging
Techniques

In molecular imaging, there are generally two types of nonin-
vasive optical imaging techniques employed primarily in pre-
clinical, small animal imaging studies: bioluminescence and
fluorescence imaging. Bioluminescence is dependent on a
gene reporter/probe system.15 The firefly or Renilla �sea
pansy� luciferase enzyme is not normally expressed in mam-
malian cells, but when exogenously and innocuously intro-
duced as a gene reporter, it can be imaged optically on the
administration of D-luciferin or coelenterazine as a probe of
its luciferase gene expression. On oxidation of its substrate,
light of 500 to 580 nm is produced and collected via a
charge-coupled device �CCD� camera as depicted in Fig. 2�a�.
Similar to radionuclides, there is one photon imaging event
per molecule of D-luciferin or coelenterazine oxidized and, as
a consequence, photon count rates can be considered similar
to nuclear techniques. Unfortunately, ambient light can create
a significant noise floor for bioluminescence, requiring the use
of “light-tight” measurement systems and restricting hybrid
tomography systems �see Sec. 7�. Otherwise, bioluminescence
measurements have low background signals, since there are
no other endogenous luminescence sources. Figure 3 illus-
trates the typical use of bioluminescence in a preclinical im-
aging study in which a breast cancer cell line, SKBr-3, is
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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ransfected to stably produce luciferase for the purposes of
racking tumor growth. Five minutes prior to imaging, the
nimal is injected with 100 �L of 100-�M D-luciferin. On
cquiring photon counts over 5 min of integration time, the
ioluminescence photon counts are overlaid on the white light
hotograph of the animal, providing an indication of tumor
ocation. Over time, bioluminescence can provide a rate of
umor growth or regression in response to therapeutic drug
andidates.

In contrast to nuclear and bioluminescent techniques, the
eneration of fluorescent gene reporters affords the ability to
irectly measure gene expression without the use of an exog-
nous probe. The expression of an innocuous green or red
uorescent protein as a gene reporter directly enables an op-

ical signal. Another distinguishing feature of fluorescent gene
eporters is the requirement of an excitation light source that
ypically illuminates the entire animal, as shown in Fig. 2�b�.
he incident excitation light can repeatedly reactivate fluores-
ent proteins to provide high photon counts for imaging. As
hown in the Jablonski diagram in Fig. 4, after activation by

ig. 2 Schematic of the basic instrumentation used for molecular op-
ical imaging. �a� illustrates a basic bioluminescence imaging system
n which a CCD camera collects bioluminescent photons. �b� illus-
rates the basic setup required to image fluorescent photons. The laser
ource is required to excite the fluorophore, thus producing a red-
hifted emission signal detected by the CCD camera.

ig. 3 Bioluminescence in a preclinical model of a breast cancer cell
ine �SKBr-3� transfected to produce luciferase. The bioluminescent
mage was obtained five minutes after IV injection of 100 �L of
00-�M D-luciferin. The bioluminescent image was acquired with
ve minutes of integration time and is overlaid on the white light

mage. Image reproduced from Sampath et al.25 �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
excitation light, the subsequent relaxation back to the ground
state can occur through one of two pathways. The first path-
way �C in Fig. 4� involves the nonradiative relaxation of the
fluorophore, while the second pathway �D in Fig. 4� generates
a fluorescent photon, with a smaller energy and longer wave-
length than the excitation photon. The quantum efficiency is
defined as the ratio of the radiative events to the absorption
events. Once the fluorescent protein is in the ground state
again, it is immediately available for reactivation by the
tissue-penetrating excitation light. If one considers a fluores-
cent protein with a nanosecond fluorescent lifetime �i.e., the
mean time between absorption of an excitation photon and
subsequent radiative relaxation to the ground state� and a
quantum efficiency of one tenth, then the theoretical limit of
the number of imaging photon events per fluorophore could
be 100,000 photons per second! There are a number of other
factors that prevent the realization of a nearly billionth-fold
greater sensitivity of fluorescence over “gold-standard”
nuclear techniques, including, in order of importance: pho-
tobleaching, autofluorescence, and excitation light leakage.

Photobleaching can be a problem in microscopy and with
some fluorophores such as protoporphyrin IX, but is not a
substantial problem in optical imaging of tissues, since the
relatively low powers of excitation light in properly designed
imaging devices are too small to create population inversion
or photon destruction of many fluorescent proteins or dyes.
While frequently cited as the reason for using inorganic quan-
tum dots over organic dyes, photobleaching is typically not a
concern or a limitation for collecting high photon counts from
most organic fluorescent proteins or exogenous dyes when
illuminated by broad beam or diffuse excitation sources.

Autofluorescence is an undesired fluorescent signal that
emanates from endogenous fluorophores within the system of
interest. Depending on the excitation wavelength, autofluores-
cence can be generated from various organic molecules that
are present naturally in the tissue or that were consumed in
the animal’s diet. The high background signals arising from
autofluorescence raise the noise floor and hence the limit of
detectable tissue concentrations of fluorescent gene reporters
as well as exogenous fluorophores. Unless the signal owing to
the fluorescent reporter is greater than the noise floor, it can-

Fig. 4 A Jablonski diagram illustrating the fluorescence process in
which an excitation photon �Ex� is absorbed, causing the fluorophore
to enter a higher vibrational state. If the fluorophore undergoes radia-
tive relaxation �D�, an emission photon is emitted. The fraction of
absorbed photons that are reemitted as fluorescence is known as the
quantum efficiency.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�4
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ot be detected. For example, Fig. 5�a� depicts the fluorescent
mage acquired at wavelengths �710 nm of a native mouse
ithout any exogenous agent while illuminated with 690-nm

ight.16 Beside the mouse is a vial containing 50 nM of Cy5.5,
690-nm, red-excitable fluorescent dye. Clearly, the noise

oor due to autofluorescence from 690-nm excitation is sig-
ificantly greater in the mouse than that offered by the signal
ue to 50 nM of Cy5.5. The image clearly illustrates that the
oise floor owing to autofluorescence prevents the imaging of
issue concentrations of fluorescent gene reporters at �50 nM
t these excitation and emission wavelengths. In contrast, on
lluminating the animal at a NIR excitation wavelength of
80 nm, the fluorescent image taken at �830 nm in Fig. 5�b�
hows than the noise floor owing to autofluorescence in the
ouse is substantially lower than the signal arising from a

ial of 50 nM of indocyanine green, a NIR excitable dye. As
ne approaches the NIR wavelength regime �with excitation
ight �750 nm�, tissue autofluorescence contributes signifi-
antly less to the autofluorescent background, and the noise
oor for detecting gene reporters and exogenous dyes dra-
atically reduces. Unfortunately, there are no natural proteins

hat excite and emit in the NIR wavelength regime; thus the
oise floor due to autofluorescence can always be expected to
imit the sensitivity of fluorescent gene reporters. It is also
oteworthy that because bioluminescence imaging does not
se an excitation source, no autofluorescence background
xists to contribute to its noise floor.

Excitation light leakage creates another significant noise
oor for fluorescence imaging that is not present in biolumi-
escence imaging. As shown in the fluorescence imaging
chematic depicted in Fig. 2�b�, animals are illuminated with
n excitation source that generates a significant backscattered
ignal that must be spectrally separated from the vanishingly
mall fluorescent signal arising from the fluorescent gene re-
orter or exogenous dye. Optical filters used to reject excita-
ion light and pass fluorescent light typically reject 3 to 6
rders of magnitude of collimated incident excitation light.
ften, however, this level of rejection is not sufficient to en-

ble detection of low levels of fluorescent proteins or
robes.17 For example, consider a fluorescent gene reporter
r probe at tissue concentrations that give rise to 105

ig. 5 Comparison of autofluorescence at two excitation wavelengths:
a� autofluorescence levels in a mouse illuminated with 780-nm ex-
itation light. A vial containing 50 nM of EGF-IRDye® 800 cw is also
lluminated for comparison; �b� autofluorescence levels in a mouse
lluminated with 690-nm excitation light. A vial containing 50 nm of
GF-Cy5.5 is also illuminated for comparison. The autofluorescence
n �a�, the NIR image, is significantly lower than that in �b� the red
uorescent images. Adapted from Adams et al.28
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
photons /cm2 /sec at the tissue surface. The excitation light
scattered from the surface generates 1012 backscattered
photons/cm2/sec. If using an interference filter with an optical
density of 6 at the excitation wavelength, then a ten-fold
greater excitation than emission signal will be collected at the
detector, and excitation light leakage will obscure the fluores-
cence from the gene reporter or probe in the absence of con-
tributions from autofluorescence. Typically, the performance
capabilities of interference filters are worse than manufacturer
specifications because 1. the excitation light is often not
monochromatic, making it difficult to effectively use holo-
graphic rejection filters that are wavelength specific; and 2.
the light impinging on the filter is not normally incident,
changing the rejection capability of the interference filters. In
Sec. 7, we describe our approach to minimize the impact of
excitation light leakage for sensitive fluorescence imaging.

To capitalize on low-level fluorescent imaging, particularly
in orthotopic regions, the overall noise floor must be mini-
mized. As illustrated in Fig. 6�a� the excitation noise floor
decreases as the optical density of the excitation rejection fil-
ters increases. Likewise, the noise floor of the autofluores-
cence decreases as the excitation wavelength increases, as
shown in Fig. 6�b�. By optimizing the excitation wavelength
and its corresponding rejection filters, the overall noise floor
is reduced, enabling the acquisition of smaller and/or deeper
fluorescent signals.

To summarize this section, optical imaging with biolumi-
nescence and fluorescence using a gene reporter/probe or sim-
ply a fluorescent gene reporter may add significant flexibility
over nuclear imaging if issues of the noise floors can be over-
come. Unfortunately, the need to introduce a foreign gene
product significantly restricts translation into the clinic, and
the bioluminescence techniques are best employed for pre-
clinical studies. In the next section, we describe NIR fluores-
cence enhanced optical imaging that uses an exogenous probe
to assess endogenous disease markers and that has the poten-
tial for clinical translation.

5 Molecular Imaging with Near-Infrared
Fluorescence Imaging

As described earlier, the use of NIR excitation light is advan-
tageous because little or no autofluorescence provides for a

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Schematic illustrating the general trends of the major noise
floor contributors in optical imaging. �a� As the optical density of the
filters increase, the intensity of the excitation light leakage decreases,
thus permitting lower concentrations of dye to be seen. �b� As the
excitation light wavelength increases, the intensity of the autofluores-
cent signal decreases, also permitting lower concentrations of the de-
sired fluorophore to be imaged.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�5
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ow background floor. Indocyanine green �ICG� is commonly
sed as a NIR dye in phantom and animal studies, as it can be
xcited at 785 nm, and the fluorescence at 830 nm and above
rovides a sufficient Stoke’s shift to be efficiently collected.
he dye, sold as IC-Green �Akorn Pharmaceuticals, Buffalo
rove, Illinois�, is approved for intravenous administration, at
mg /kg for use in hepatic clearance as well as assessing

etinopathy studies. However, ICG does not have a functional
roup for conjugation to molecularly targeting entities such as
ntibodies, aptamers, or peptides. Instead, the agent associates
ith albumin in the blood, and as described in Sec. 8, pro-
ides a unique opportunity to translate NIR instrumentation
nto vascular imaging. Recently, a number of NIR excitable
uorophores with functional groups for conjugation have be-
ome commercially available, �i.e., AlexaFluor750 from In-
itrogen, Carlsbad California; IRDye 800CW, Li-Cor, Lin-
oln Nebraska; and Cy7.5, Amersham/GE Healthcare,
iscataway, NJ�, thus expanding the opportunities for NIR
olecular imaging. Unfortunately, none are approved for

uman use.
With the removal of the noise floor associated with autof-

uorescence, the opportunity to assess the sensitivity of NIR
olecular imaging can be evaluated in small animal models

sing dual-labeled imaging agents. Dual labeling involves the
onjugation of a NIR fluorophore as well as a chelating moi-
ty for sequestration of a radio metal for nuclear imaging.
ual-labeling a single targeting moiety provides an accurate

nd convenient method to compare sensitivities of nuclear and
ptical imaging agents as well as an inherent validation for
ranslational studies �see Sec. 8�. Recently, Wang et al. have
ual labeled a number of entities for targeting the
nterleukin-11 receptor expressed on metastasizing cancer
ells,18 the �v�3 integrin associated with tumor angiogenesis
nd melanoma cancer cells,19–24 and trastuzumab for targeting
er2/Neu positive breast cancer metastasis in lymph nodes25

see article in this series by Sampath et al.�. As an example of
ual-labeled imaging, Fig. 7�a� contains the white light, Fig.
�b� the gamma scintigram, and Fig. 7�c� the fluorescence-
nhanced optical image of a typical nude mouse bearing an
ntegrin-positive human melanoma tumor �M21� in the left
ind limb �right side: anterior view is displayed by figure� and
n integrin-negative �M21-L� tumor in the right hind limb
left side: anterior view is displayed by figure�. The digital
hoto of the animal depicts the regions of interest �ROIs�
elected for the collection of intensity signals from 5 nmol
nd 90 �Ci of integrin targeted111-DTPA-Lys�IRDye800�-
�KRGDf� administered 24 h prior to imaging. The nuclear
nd optical images show a low signal in the negative �M21-L�
umor �left side�; a high signal in the liver and bladder indi-
ating wash-out of the dye, and a high signal in the integrin
ositive �M21� tumor �right side�. It is noteworthy that optical
maging after 800 msec of CCD camera integration time pro-
ides better contrast of M21 than the planar scintigraphy of
he same animal after 15 min of gamma camera integration
ime. The comparative results are performed using planar
uorescence imaging for direct comparison to gamma scintig-
aphy, and quantitatively show that the target-to-background
atio �TBR� from both scintigraphy and fluorescence images
re statistically similar, while the SNR of the fluorescence is
ignificantly higher than that from scintigraphy due to scintig-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
raphy’s higher noise floor.20 Furthermore, this work showed
that NIR fluorescence imaging requires lower contrast com-
pared to gamma scintigraphy to achieve a comparable SNR.
Similar results are reported by Sampath et al.25 While these
results are the first to demonstrate comparable sensitivity of
NIR fluorescence to the gold standard of nuclear imaging, it is
important to note that they also evidence the improvement in
SNR owing to the increased photon count with fluorophores.
While NIR fluorescence imaging can be expected to have
higher background noise associated with imperfect rejection
of scattered excitation light, the increased photon count may
more than compensate to result in a net improvement in SNR.
Of course, this comparison has been made on the surface of a
small animal, and as the fluorescent signal is generated deeper
within the tissue, the attenuation of NIR excitation and fluo-
rescent light may challenge the photon count rate and hence
lessen the contrast and SNR of the fluorescent images. How-
ever, as long as the noise floor is not approached �i.e., excita-
tion light leakage and autofluorescence kept to a minimum
below the signal levels�, the ability to integrate a CCD camera
over longer times may compensate for reduced photon count
rates associated with light attenuation, which might be
expected in deep tissue fluorescence enhanced optical
imaging.

Other dual-labeling studies have been conducted recently.
Using cypate �which is structurally similar to ICG� conjugated
to a DOTA chelating moiety, Zhang and Achilefu26 demon-
strated that the fluorescent properties can be retained in dual-
labeled agents, a finding that is also substantiated by the in-
vivo imaging work described earlier. Similar to the study by
Sampath et al.,25 Xu et al.27 dual-labeled trastuzumab with a
red-excitable dye, Cy5.5, as well as with chelating moiety for

Fig. 7 �a� White light, �b� nuclear scintigram, and �c� fluorescence-
enhanced optical image of a typical nude mouse xenograph bearing
an integrin-positive �M21� tumor in the left thigh �right side: anterior
view is displayed by figure� and an integrin-negative �M21-L� tumor in
the right thigh �left side: anterior view is displayed by figure�. The
digital photograph of the animal depicts the ROIs selected for the
collection of intensity signals either in the positive tumor, negative
tumor, or normal tissue regions. The nuclear and optical images show
a low signal in the negative �M21-L tumor left side�, a high signal in
the bladder indicating wash-out of the dye, and a high signal in the
integrin positive �M21 tumor right side�. The optical image was plot-
ted in a pseudo-color format for enhancement of the intensity scale in
the tumor and background. The nuclear image was also adjusted with
the same color scale for better discrimination between the several
levels of gray provided by the 16-bit image. The nuclear image was
acquired after 15 min of integration, whereas the optical image was
acquired for a total exposure time of 800 ms. Adapted from Houston
et al.20 �Color online only.�
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�6
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ventual use in preclinical studies. Unfortunately, the use of
he red-excitable dye will entail a high noise floor, owing to
utofluorescence, and may prevent the sensitivities required
or noninvasive optical imaging. To illustrate the impact on
he choice of fluorophore, Adams and co-workers28 labeled
he epidermal growth factor that is a ligand to EGFr with both
RDye800 CW �a NIR fluorophore with excitation and emis-
ion at 785 and 830 nm, respectively� and Cy5.5, �a red-
xcitable fluorophore with excitation and emission at 690 and
10 nm, respectively�, and administered the agents in sepa-
ate animals bearing a breast cancer cell line that expressed
GFr �Fig. 8�. Their results show that TBR was substantially

mproved when the NIR, as opposed to the red-excitable fluo-
ophore, was conjugated to the peptide, presumably due to a
eduction of the background signals owing to autofluores-
ence. Using targeting ultrasmall iron oxide particles, a num-
er of investigators have also dual-labeled with Cy5.5 to com-
are fluorescence optical imaging with MRI.29 Again, the
oise floor associated with autofluorescence may reduce the
ensitivity. While spectral unmixing30 may enable some seg-
egation of autofluorescence from the fluorophore, quantita-
ive studies to show conservation of TBR and SNR with spec-
ra unmixing of high background signals remain to be
erformed. It may simply be easier to employ NIR instead of
ed-excitable dyes to reduce the background rather than add
he additional instrumentation required to perform spectral
nmixing.

Given the ability to image comparable signals from target-
ng compounds conjugated to NIR fluorophores and from
hose conjugated to chelating moieties for radio-metal seques-
ration, NIR optical imaging clearly has the opportunity for

olecular imaging with fluorescently labeled exogenous
robes. Certainly with the increased photon count rate, com-
arable TBR, and superior SNR, as compared to the low pho-
on count rates of SPECT and PET, opportunities for NIR
omographic imaging are evident. In the following sections,
e first describe the instrumentation associated with NIR
uorescence tomography, and then the algorithmic ap-
roaches for both small animal tomography and for tomogra-
hy in clinically relevant volumes.

ig. 8 Comparison of target-to-background ratio �TBR� in two differ-
nt dye conjugates 24 h after injection in MDA-MB-468 tumor-
earing mice. Images of mouse with an injection of 1 nmol of �a�
GF-IRDye® 800 cw and �b� EGF-Cy5.5. �a� NIR dye conjugate has
ignificantly higher TBR than �b� red fluorescent dye. Adapted from
dams et al.28 �Color online only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
6 Instrumentation for Near-Infrared
Tomography

Optical fluorescence measurements are possible using time-
independent or time-dependent techniques. Time-independent
or continuous wave �cw� techniques employ the simplest in-
strumentation and consist of an excitation source to illuminate
the tissue surfaces and a camera to collect the re-emitted fluo-
rescent intensity, as illustrated previously in Fig. 2�b�. In cw
imaging, the detected intensity is a function of not only the
amount and location of fluorophore present in the tissues, but
also the local optical attenuation properties. While useful for
planar fluorescent imaging, time-invariant techniques do not
take advantage of the contrast offered by photon “time of
flight” or fluorescent lifetime. For example, the optical prop-
erty of scattering causes intensity attenuation while increasing
the nanosecond to subnanosecond “time of flight” of photons
that are launched at the tissue surface, migrate throughout the
tissues, and are detected at the tissue surface. In contrast, the
optical property of absorption causes intensity attenuation,
and decreases the detected photon time of flight. The extra
variable of time enables differentiation of absorption from
scattering properties.31 In addition, when fluorescent contrast
is added, the nanosecond lifetime provides another time-
dependent contrast mechanism not available in cw measure-
ments.32 In fact, the fluorescent contrast measured by time-
dependent methods is greater than that measured using cw
techniques.33,34

Time-dependent methods can be categorized into time-
domain and frequency-domain approaches.35,36 As illustrated
in Figs. 9�b� and 9�d�, time-domain approaches consist of
launching a pulse of excitation light and monitoring, as a
function of time, the arrival of a broadened and attenuated
emission pulse. Typically, single photon counting techniques
count and time the arrival of the first arriving photon associ-
ated with a single pulse of excitation light. Hence for each
photon counted, there is at least one pulse of excitation light

Fig. 9 Examples of type of input and detected signals for �a� and �c�
frequency- and �b� and �d� time-domain measurements. �a� Propaga-
tion of intensity modulated excitation light undergoes amplitude at-
tenuation and phase shift as it propagates through the tissue medium.
The generated fluorescent signal modulates at the same frequency and
undergoes further amplitude and phase attenuation as it propagates to
the detector. �c� Comparison of the initial input signal to the detected
signal with the measurable ac, dc, and � components. �b� Illustration
of the broadening of a pulse of excitation light as it propagates across
the tissue. The generated pulse of fluorescence light also broadens as
it propagates to the detector. �c� Comparison of the initial input signal
to the detected signal. The ac and � components can be obtained via
Fourier transform.
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�7
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aunched at the tissue surface, and for accurate statistics, no
ore than one photon can be counted for each excitation

ulse launched. The time-domain measurement consists of the
tatistical distribution of emission photon arrival times fol-
owing a pulse of excitation light. Gated integration offers a

ore attractive approach, in which multiple photons are
ounted in a small gated window of time after each consecu-
ive excitation pulse until adequate SNR is achieved. Time-
omain approaches can require significant data acquisition
ime, and in the authors’ experience, probably are not ame-
able for fluorescence-enhanced optical imaging in biological
issues. In addition, the coupled integrodifferential equations
hat describe the distribution of fluorescent photon time of
ights cannot be directly used for image recovery and must be
olved in frequency space.37 Frequency-domain approaches
epresent steady-state measurements conducted in frequency
pace and consist of 1. launching excitation light that is inten-
ity modulated at MHz frequencies, and 2. collecting the
odulated fluorescent light that is amplitude attenuated and

hase shifted relative to the excitation light, as shown in Figs.
�a� and 9�c�. By scanning through the modulation frequen-
ies, the information obtained from frequency-domain tech-
iques can be directly related to that from time-domain tech-
iques via Fourier transform. However, as shown next,
ignificant information enabling tomographic reconstruction
an be acquired from data taken at a single modulation fre-
uency. In the following, we briefly describe heterodyned
MT-based measurements and homodyne measurements
ased on an integrating intensified CCD camera.

A schematic of a heterodyned PMT-based frequency-
omain instrument is illustrated in Fig. 10. Briefly, an rf sig-
al at modulation frequency � is generated by a master oscil-
ator and added to the dc current of a laser diode to produce
xcitation light modulated at �. The modulated excitation
ight is launched into a tissue or tissue phantom at a single
iscrete point usually via a fiber optic or by a focused point of
ight. The fluorescence that results from the modulated exci-
ation light can be collected via fiber optics located at a distant

ig. 10 Schematic of the FDPM instrumentation: �a� light source, �b�
ight delivery and detection, and �c� data acquisition and analysis. L is
he detected modulated signal, G is the heterodyning signal with the
ffset frequency component, and S is the resulting mixed signal.
dapted from Sun et al.71
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
point. The fluorescent signal is also modulated and is math-
ematically expressed by:

L = Ldc + Lac · cos��t + �� , �1�

where Ldc is the dc component, of the fluorescent signal, Lac is
the ac component, and � is the phase shift relative to the
incident excitation light. It is these components that define the
complex emission fluence used as input for tomographic re-
construction. Unfortunately, since L is modulated at MHz fre-
quencies, acquisition requires mixing to reduce the high fre-
quency to a more manageable modulation frequency for
determination of Ldc, Lac, and �. The collected signal is either
mixed at the PMT detector �as shown in Fig. 10� or at the
output of an avalanche photodiode with another rf signal G
that is phase locked to the master oscillator, but modulated at
� plus a kHz offset frequency of 	�. This signal is expressed
as:

G = Gdc + Gac cos��� + 	��t + �inst� , �2�

where Gdc and Gac are the dc and ac components, respec-
tively, and �instr is an additional phase delay owing to instru-
mentation. The mixed signal S is simply a product of L
G
and has ac components at high frequencies of �, 2�+	�,
and a low frequency component at 	�. On passing through a
low-pass filter, the low frequency signal contains all the infor-
mation describing L:

S = Ldc + Gdc +
Lac · Gac

2
cos�	�t − � + �inst� . �3�

With a matched reference detector and appropriate calibration,
absolute values of Ldc, Lac, and � can be determined. For
more detailed information on the setup in Fig. 10, see Sun et
al..38,71 Other approaches for PMT-based measurements in the
frequency domain utilize a network analyzer,39 I and Q
homodyning,40 etc., but each have employed a setup to make
what we have termed “single-pixel” measurements using a
single detector to collect light from a single point on the tissue
phantom or surface. However, none of these approaches have
been used to measure values of fluorescent Ldc, Lac, and � in
response to excitation light illumination at a phantom or tissue
surface. Unfortunately, in phantom studies using micromolar
concentrations of ICG, we also found it difficult to measure
Ldc, Lac, and � with enough SNR for tomographic recon-
struction,41 but instead found that homodyne measurements
with a gain modulated CCD camera provided a method to
integrate measurements for time-dependent measurements
with high SNR42 that is similar to the fluorescence lifetime
imaging microscopy �FLIM� techniques devised by Lakowicz
and Berndt.43

Figure 11�a� is a schematic of a gain-modulated CCD cam-
era system used to acquire fluorescent, time-dependent mea-
surements for tomographic reconstruction.42,44–47 As in the
case of heterodyned measurements, a diode light source is
modulated at frequency �. Since we are employing an area
detector �i.e., a CCD camera�, the modulated light from the
diode can be shaped into a broad beam,48 pattern,49 line, or
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�8
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ore conventionally, delivered to the sample via fiber optics.
he fluorescence light that emanates from the x-y surface can
e presented as vector L�x ,y�:

L�x,y� = Ldc�x,y� + Lac�x,y�cos���t + ��x,y��� . �4�

he fluorescent light can be captured by an array of fiber
ptics or through a focusing lens for noncontact tomographic
maging using the area detector. The “master” oscillator that
roduces the rf signal that drives the laser diode is also phase
ocked by a 10-MHz signal to a “slave” oscillator, which
rovides another rf signal modulated at � but phase shifted by
. This second rf signal is amplified and is used to modulate
ither the photocathode or MCP-in of an 18-mm-diam, NIR
ensitive GEN III image intensifier. Regardless of whether it
s the photocathode or MCP-in, the gain of the intensifier G is
ikewise given by Eq. �2� and has a dc component Gdc, and ac
omponent Gac, and an additional phase delay owing to
nstrumentation �instr.

As shown in Fig. 11�b�, the incoming photons are con-
erted to electrons at the photocathode of the intensifier, and
he resulting mixed signal is amplified in the MCP prior to
triking the phosphor screen to produce a pixilated signal
�x ,y� that is simply the product of L�x ,y� and G:

S�x,y� = L�x,y� 
 G

S�x,y� = Ldc�x,y� · Gdc + Ldc�x,y� · Gac · cos����t + �inst + ��

+ Gdc · Lac�x,y� · cos��t + ��x,y��

+
Lac�x,y� · Gac

2
· cos�− ��x,y� + �inst + ��

+
Lac�x,y� · Gac

2
· cos��2��t + ��x,y� + �inst + �� .

�5�

ecause the phosphor screen of the intensifier has a long time
onstant, it acts as a low-pass filter and a steady-state signal is
ltimately registered. The signal becomes:

ig. 11 �a� schematic of the homodyne intensified CCD camera sys-
em for frequency-domain measurements. The dashed box outlines
he blown up region shown in �b�. �b� Blow up of the intensifier,
emonstrating the major regions of the intensifier and the homodyne
ixing of L�x ,y� and G.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-
S�x,y� = Ldc�x,y� · Gdc +
Lac�x,y� · Gac

2
cos�− ��x,y� + �inst

+ �� . �6�

The steady-state image is then collected by the CCD using
lens or fiber optic coupling. The CCD integrates in time to
acquire an array of measurements on a single area detector
with the highest SNR. To recover Lac�x ,y� and ��x ,y�, the
phase lag � between the modulation of the incident laser
source and the image intensifier is stepped through 360 deg.
Each value of S�x ,y� at phase delay � defines a point on a
sine wave with modulation frequency �, as shown in Fig.
12.50 From the Fourier transform of the zero-averaged data
taken across all phase delays, the relative values of Lac�x ,y�
and ��x ,y� are determined. Unfortunately, unlike the dual
PMT-based system depicted in Fig. 10, there is no reference
area detector. Consequently, there is no readily available ref-
erencing scheme to determine the absolute values of Lac�x ,y�
and ��x ,y�. Instead, values that are referenced to those at a
defined position �x ,y� or at the excitation wavelength are
employed in an appropriately modified tomography algo-
rithm.

The salient features that have enabled successful time-
dependent measurements using the gain-modulated image in-
tensified system are: 1. the use of camera integration at each
phase delay to achieve the highest SNR; 2. the ability to col-
lect several measurements on one area detector, that being the
combination of the intensifier and CCD camera; and 3. the
ability to perform noncontact illumination of excitation light
using projections of patterns, lines, or points of modulated
excitation light and to collect the emanating fluorescent light
using lenses rather than fiber optics. It is noteworthy that the

Fig. 12 Schematic illustrating homodyne data acquisition. For each
phase delay introduced between L�x ,y� and G, an image is acquired.
When plotted as a function of phase delay, the resulting intensities
illustrate the modulated mixed signal S�x ,y�, which yield amplitude
and phase via Fourier transform. Reproduced from Thompson and
Sevick-Muraca.50
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�9
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IR gain modulated intensified CCD camera optimized for
ensitive detection of time-dependent fluorescence measure-
ents can readily be adapted for cw imaging by simply re-

ucing the rf power to zero. In either modality, the overall
epth that can be successfully probed is dependent on the
bility of photons to penetrate the tissue and the rejection of
nwanted backscattered excitation photons.

Finally, a critical feature of our imaging system, whether
or homodyne frequency domain or cw imaging, is the ability
o enhance rejection of excitation light before reaching the
hotocathode of the intensifier. Early in the developmental
hase, some investigators published experimental results for
omographic reconstruction of femtomolar concentrations of
ear-infrared dye using “leaky,” low OD filters to reject exci-
ation light in a PMT-based system �see review by Hwang
t al.17�. Unfortunately, the optimal rejection of excitation
ight is perhaps the greatest challenge to improving the sensi-
ivity of fluorescence imaging systems, and requires custom
olographic rejection filters designed for the laser diode
ource of smallest bandwidth. In addition, as seen in Fig. 13,
nterference filters perform poorly when light is not normally
ncident. Appropriate optics design to collimate incident im-
ges onto interference filters and to minimize stray light must
e undertaken to achieve sensitivities necessary for molecular
maging.

Our group has defined metrics that enable comparison of
he excitation light leakage between different imaging
evices,17,51 whether operated in cw or frequency-domain
odes. We employ the image of the surface of an intralipid

olution in the presence and absence of uniformly distributed
CG as the basis of a method to assess excitation light leak-
ge. While we used the camera system depicted in Fig. 11 to
cquire images in either cw or frequency-domain mode, the
ame method can be applied to any system designed to mea-
ure fluorescence emanating from biological tissue. We define
xcitation light leakage as the signal S��x� or average inten-
ity values associated with the image of the scattering surface
aken in the absence of ICG in the solution, while using ex-
itation light illumination and selected optical filters to reject
xcitation light. The fluorescence signal S��m� is likewise av-
raged from the intensity values associated with the image
aken in the presence of ICG in the solution. The S�� � signal

ig. 13 �a� Optical density of 830-nm interference filter as a functio
aiser holographic filter as a function of incident angle �reproduced f
x

ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-1
represents “out of band” transmission signals, whereas the
difference S��m�−S��x� represents the “in-band” transmission
signal. The transmission ratio R of the laser, filter, and lens
combination is given by:

R�Idc� or R�Iac� =
S��x�

S��m� − S��x�
, �7�

where R�Idc� or R�Iac� is the ratio when S is the signal mea-
sured by the average intensity Idc, or the amplitude of inten-
sity Iac, respectively. A decrease in R signifies improved ex-
citation light rejection, which leads to increased measurement
sensitivity and lower noise floors. The transmission ratios of
Idc and Iac images acquired with �solid bars� and without �non-
shaded bars� collimating optics are shown in Fig. 14 as a
function of distance r from the center of the 18-mm-diam
photocathode. In all cases, a reduction of 51 to 75% of R�Idc�
and R�Iac� occurred when collimating optics were employed.
Additionally, for the uncollimated images, a departure of the
incident angle from normal increases the transmission ratios
R�Idc� and R�Iac� with increasing distance r from the center of
the image intensifier, consistent with increasing angle of inci-
dence on the filters. Consistent with our previous reports,51

measurements of Iac have a reduced out-of-band transmission
in comparison to Idc, owing to the natural frequency filtering
of ambient, out-of-band light. As a matter of practice, instru-
ment performance is quantified in our laboratories through the
transmission ratio, since laser diode, filters, and misalign-
ments can substantially impact the noise floor of fluorescence
measurements. Since there is always a finite noise floor owing
to excitation light leakage, the development of tomographic
algorithms should account for light leakage when the fluores-
cent imaging agent is either not present or present in too low
of a concentration to yield a signal that can overcome the
noise floor.

7 Near-Infrared Tomographic Imaging in
Biological Tissues

Optical tomography of biological tissues is the subject of sev-
eral excellent treatises �for example, see Ref. 52� and is not
reviewed in complete detail here. It is suffice to say that the

cident angle �from Andover with permission�. �b� Optical density of
e Handbook of Vibrational Spectroscopy72 with permission�.
n of in
rom th
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�0
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rimary goal of optical tomography is to quantify agent up-
ake in terms of percent injection dose per gram �%ID/gm� as
o SPECT and PET or in terms of relative tissue concentra-
ion. Unlike SPECT and PET, where high energy photons
ransit in tissues with low attenuation coefficients, optical im-
ging is plagued by multiple scattering, and in some cases,
ntense absorption, requiring the use of accurate forward mod-
ls that model light propagation and generation in tissues.
iven an interior optical property map, an accurate solution to

he forward imaging problem must predict boundary value
easurements, while the solution to the imaging �reconstruc-

ion� problem must provide an optimized interior optical prop-
rty map that best matches boundary measurements. For
uantitative optical tomography, an accurate forward model is
equired.

Most tomographic algorithm development involves the use
f the diffusion approximation to the radiative equation. The
imits of the diffusion approximation require that the isotropic
cattering coefficient ��s�=�s�1−g�� be much greater than the
bsorption coefficient, such that �s�10�a, and that the de-
ector be far away from the source ��10 mean free paths�.
hese limits generally hold true for large tissue volumes such
s human breast tissue. Using the coupled diffusion equations
o describe excitation light propagation and fluorescent light
eneration, a number of image reconstructions have been per-
ormed from experimental measurements. For example, Go-
avarty et al.42 used fiber optics, as shown in Fig. 15, to de-
iver modulated excitation light to a clinically relevant-sized
reast phantom and fiber optics to deliver the collected light
o the gain-modulated image intensifier to obtain emission

easurements of amplitude and phase. From these measure-
ents, they were able to tomographically reconstruct 3-D im-

ges of fluorophore absorption cross section42,44,46,47 as well as
ifetime45 using a Bayesian approach and an approximate ex-
ended Kalman filter algorithm.53 Since endogenous proper-
ies do not influence measurements of phase and amplitude
ignificantly when compared to the exogenous properties of

ig. 14 Transmission ratio of �a� dc intensity �R�Idc��, and �b� ac amp
olographic filters� as a function of r, the distance from the center of

n-band ratio of the imaging system with and without collimating optic
dapted from Hwang et al.17
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-1
fluorophore absorption cross section and lifetime,53,54 ana-
tomic heterogeneities in endogenous optical properties do not
have to be determined for tomographic reconstructions. Fig-
ures 16�a� and 16�b� demonstrate recovered targets using a
coarse finite element mesh �3857 unknowns� as well as a re-
fined mesh �11,906 unknowns� from 286 measurements from
three targets with TBR of 1:0. While recovery of absorption
maps have been performed with less stringent TBR,42 the re-
sults nonetheless demonstrate the importance of discretization
levels on recovered image quality. Unfortunately, on increas-
ing the number of unknowns, the accuracy in target location
and resolution achieved by the inverse problem becomes more

R�Iac��, computed from filter combination �holographic—bandpass—
athode, as shown by C. Black and white bars indicate out-of-band to
ctively. Error bars represent standard deviations of intensity with ROI.

Fig. 15 Schematic of a clinically relevant breast-shaped phantom uti-
lizing fiber optics to collect and deliver fluorescent light to the inten-
sified CCD system. Adapted from Godavarty et al.42
litude �
photoc
s, respe
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�1
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ll-posed, requiring greater computational memory and power
o solve, if a solution can be achieved at all. While investiga-
ors in the areas of endogenous optical tomography use CT
nd MRI to segment tissue regions of unknown but uniform
ptical properties to reduce the number of unknowns in the
nverse problem,55,56 the anatomical features from CT and

RI cannot be expected to correspond to the presence of
isease markers. While CT provides attenuation correction for
ET, it is unlikely that anatomical maps will be needed for

ime-dependent fluorescence measurements, since anatomical
eterogeneity of endogenous optical properties do not signifi-
antly impact measurements of emission phase and
mplitude.53,54 Consequently, a priori assignment of tissue re-
ions representing uniform unknown fluorescent properties
ill not likely be appropriate for fluorescence-enhanced
olecular imaging.
Another approach to reduce the unknowns in the inverse

roblem uses a graded, dual meshing approach in which the
orward mesh is more refined near the position of incident
xcitation light where the steep gradient of excitation fluence
s expected. The graded mesh in the forward problem insures
ccurate prediction, but if used for an inverse solution, would
nnecessarily increase the number of unknowns. But by em-
loying a dual meshing scheme, that is, using a refined mesh
or accurate forward solutions, and a course mesh for recov-
ry of the interior optical property map, one can mitigate
omputational costs without impacting forward solution accu-
acy. Figure 17 illustrates the conundrum between image re-
onstructions that employ a course grid for efficient recovery
f fluorescent properties, or a refined grid that enables accu-
ate forward solutions and parameter maps with higher reso-

ig. 16 Anterior �top� and lateral �bottom� views of reconstructed tis
omography. The actual target �0.55 cm3 each� locations are located a
he reconstructed targets are indicated by blue points at the correspon
a� a finely discretized finite-element mesh with 11,906 unknowns, a
vident, the finer mesh produced more accurate results. Reproduced
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-1
lution. Recently, using adaptive finite element strategies, Joshi
et al.57 pioneered the use of self-refining forward and inverse
hexagonal meshes that automatically refine where the gradient
of excitation light is steep in the forward mesh, and where the
gradient of fluorescent light is steep in the inverse mesh. Lee,
Jashi, and Sevick-Muraca58 further refined adaptive finite el-
ement optical tomography by extending it to tetrahedral
meshes in curvilinear geometries. Together, the adaptive
meshing as well as the area detection scheme offer new
opportunities for clinical imaging.

In contrast to using fiber optics to deliver emanated light to
the intensified CCD camera, a lens can be employed for non-
contact imaging. With the addition of time-dependent mea-
surements, Roy and co-workers48 have shown the ability to
collect measurements from an x-y surface and reconstruct in
x-y-z space. More recently, Joshi et al.49 demonstrated that in
addition to the time dependence offered by frequency-domain
measurements in the x-y plane, the excitation light incident on
the x-y plane can be patterned to provide spatial information
to further enhance x-y-z recovery of fluorescent targets. In-
deed, patterned and/or multiple sources are needed to provide
unique tomographic reconstructions with accurate depth sen-
sitivity. By coupling the adaptive finite element scheme to
properly adapt the forward mesh to reflect different excitation
source patterns on a 2-D surface, reconstruction of 3-D maps
have been demonstrated �see Fig. 18�. Future work involves
accounting for and illuminating curved 2-D surfaces for accu-
rate 3-D reconstruction.

In addition to fluorescence optical tomography in clinically
relevant volumes, small animal tomography represents an

ntoms illustrating the effect of mesh size on the accuracy of optical
30 cm deep, as indicated by the solid red circles. The TBR is 1:0, and
des in the finite-element mesh. The reconstruction was performed on
a coarse discretized finite-element mesh with 3857 unknowns. As is
odavarty et al.45 �Color online only.�
sue pha
bout 1.
ding no
nd �b�
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mportant frontier for the development of therapeutic and di-
gnostic agents needed for personalized medicine. Tomogra-
hy algorithms are currently under development for biolumi-
escence imaging, but are made most complicated by the facts
hat:1. there are no time-dependent measurements possible,
nd 2. endogenous optical property maps are needed to dis-
ern the difference between the low expression of a gene re-
orter in a tissue region of low photon attenuation and the
igh expression of a gene reporter in a tissue region of high
hoton attenuation. Tomographic algorithms associated with
uorescent gene reporters and probes that are excitable by
isible wavelengths must differentiate between autofluores-
ence, excitation light leakage, and the signal sought for
uantification. Finally, algorithms that seek to employ NIR
uorescence measurements for tomographic reconstruction
ave perhaps the best possible chance for validation against
old-standard nuclear imaging techniques, using dual-labeled
maging agents introduced in Sec. 5. For optical tomographic
alidation to succeed, an accurate forward model of light
ropagation and fluorescence generation is needed.

Much of the current research on optical tomography is
erformed on optically thick tissues where photons multiply

ig. 17 Illustrates the meshing options available for tomographic re-
onstructions. The middle row represents the true system to be recon-
tructed. The top row illustrates the mesh choice, coarse or refined,
hat has traditionally been available. The coarse grid is more efficient
o solve, but at the cost of accuracy and resolution �see Fig. 16 for a
eal example�, while the refined mesh offers accuracy and resolution
ut requires significantly more computational resources, and may be
nsolvable due to the increase in the ill-posed nature of the problem.
he recent development of utilizing dual adaptive meshes offers the
dvantage of refinement in regions where it is needed without the
nnecessary build-up in unknowns. In this approach, the meshes are
efined between iterations when needed.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-1
scatter prior to detection. Small animals have a wide range of
optical properties in their small volume, including diffusive
regions such as the skin and highly absorptive, nondiffusive
regions such as the liver. Because of the wide range of optical
properties and the small volumes of interest, the diffusion
approximation is not strictly valid in mice; however, several
groups have successfully used the diffusion equation to recon-
struct fluorophore concentration in small animals using volu-
metric noncontact approaches.59–63 Further research, pio-
neered by Dorn,64 and Hielscher, Alcouffe, and Barbour,65

uses the full radiative transport equation �RTE� in optical to-
mography, and recently the RTE has been extended to model
frequency-domain measurements in small volumes such as
mice.66,67 However, one of the remaining challenges of the
RTE is the accurate prediction of the anisotropy, which de-
scribes the probability that a photon will be forward scattered.
To date, the critical validation step to compare quantitative
tissue concentrations of molecular species determined from
small animal fluorescence tomography �diffusion or RTE
based� and gold-standard nuclear techniques remain to be
completed.

8 Clinical Translation of Near-Infrared
Imaging: Prospects

In the earlier sections, we tried to provide a bird’s eye view of
the development of molecularly targeting agents, imaging de-
vices, and tomographic reconstruction algorithms that make
possible a role for molecular optical imaging in personalized
medicine. However, translation of optical molecular imaging

(a) (b)

Fig. 18 Example of adaptive mesh evolution for the �a� forward and
�b� inverse problems in the reconstruction of phantoms containing a
single fluorescent target. Meshes are shown at the first, 11th, and 22nd
Gauss-Newton iterations. The initial meshes started with 64 hexahe-
dral elements. After five automated refinements, the final forward
mesh had 116,936 elements, and the inverse mesh had 1016 ele-
ments. Reproduced from Joshi et al.57
July/August 2008 � Vol. 13�4�3
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ay be especially daunting, given that there are no approved
maging devices or agents currently available commercially.
s such, before a “first-in-humans” molecular optical imaging

gent is introduced in an investigational study and the un-
nown “risk” of human administration is accepted, the poten-
ial benefit of actually being able to measure fluorescent sig-
als emanating from human tissues needs to be demonstrated.
f an imaging device can be demonstrated to provide a clini-
ally meaningful signal under microdosing conditions, then
he chance for an adverse event associated with the investiga-
ional imaging agent is mitigated. The United States Food and
rug Administration �FDA� defines microdose administration

s less than 100 �g of a nonbiological material, �30 nmoles
f a protein-based agent, or if using a labeled therapeutic,
/100 of the pharmacological dose.68

In our work, we have capitalized on the safety record of
CG, which is approved for intravenous administration for
ssessing hepatic function and retinopathy, but not for the
ndication of fluorescence imaging. Nonetheless, ICG is an
IR fluorophore that can be used to test the sensitivity of the
ain-modulated image intensified CCD system depicted in
ig. 11, in an off-label use approved by the FDA. In our
ngoing program to develop dual-labeled imaging agents for
odal staging of cancer, we used IC-green in a dose escalating
ashion to image the lymphatics via subcutaneous or intrader-
al injections in breast cancer patients undergoing standard-

f-care sentinel lymph node mapping. These patients were
lso injected with 99m-Technetium sulfur colloid for gamma
cintigraphy to locate sentinel nodes for surgical resection and
iopsy to confirm absense or presence of cancer. Our ultimate
oal is to use NIR optical molecular imaging agents to detect
ancer positive lymph nodes noninvasively to alleviate the
eed for surgical resection to provide prognostic indicators.
o date, we have found that when ICG doses are greater than
0 �g, we can image propulsive lymph trafficking from the
ite of injection to the sentinel and axillary lymph nodes69

ith frame rates of 100 to 800 msec. Furthermore, we con-
rm ICG lymph trafficking from the ICG fluorescence de-

ected in resected lymph nodes. Spurred by our results, we
ave recently begin using nonspecific ICG and our device to
mage lymph flow in normal subjects and in breast cancer
urvivors who suffer from arm lymphedema.70 With as little
s 100 �g of ICG, we are able for the first time to quantita-
ively image lymph velocity in major lymph bundles and deep
ymph vessels that drain into lymph node basins �for example,
ee Fig. 19�. The dynamic imaging of lymph flow results from
he high photon count rate, coupled with the low noise floors
ssociated with NIR excitation and with proper design, allow-
ng for integration and efficient excitation light rejection.

While ICG will not enable the molecular imaging of
ancer-positive lymph nodes, as perhaps the trastuzumab-
ased imaging agent described in this series and by Sampath
t al.,25 the study nonetheless allows us to determine that mi-
rodosing of NIR molecular targeting agents will provide a
ignal that can be captured by an NIR sensitive imaging de-
ice. With the validation of potential benefit of our imaging
evice, our next steps will be to validate a “first-in-humans”
maging agent using the dual-labeled approach, allowing di-
ect comparison between NIR and the gold standard of
uclear imaging.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 041303-1
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